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Overview

Summary of Key Features

Candle-Power CP24 (hereafter CP24) is a
constant current dimmer. It is designed to
control high power LED devices such as those
available from Lumileds™ and Cree.

yy Up to 24 channels (8 RGB circuits) of

The product is in a rack-mounted enclosure
and provides up to 24 channels of dimming. It
has a standard IEC mains connector.

yy Internal PSU voltage rating of 24V, 48V

Each of the 24 outputs can drive one to twelve
high power LEDs in series. This provides a
total load capability of 288 LEDs (subject to
internal PSUs).
The control interface is DMX512 and RDM. All
parameters (including start address) are set
using RDM. This can be done using an RDM
programmer, such as Jump-Start, or an ArtNet-to-DMX node that supports RDM, such
as Art-Lynx O/P.

constant current LED dimming

yy Current rating of 350 mA, 500 mA,

700 mA or custom
or custom

yy Drive a variable number (1-12) of high

power LEDs per channel

yy Choice of 300 W or 600 W
yy Modular solution - drive different rated

LEDs from the same unit

yy Asymmetric Frequency Modulation
yy Internal temperature and voltage sensor
yy Automatic

compensation
voltage drop

for

cable

yy High efficiency and low heat generation

Power Supply & Earthing
The internal power supply requires an input
in the range 90-250 VAC with an Earth
connection. The mains fuse should only be
replaced with a 3.15A slow blow fuse.
The table below summarises the internal
Earth interconnection and isolation.
(Please note that we use the term EarthGround to avoid international confusions. In
Europe Earth-Ground is called Earth; in the
USA Earth-Ground is called Ground).
Circuit
Chassis
DMX512
Input

Description

Bonded to Earth-Ground
Type
Ground referenced
Pin 1 Connects to Internal Logic
Ground
Shell
The connector shell is
connected to chassis
Type
Ground referenced

Constant
current
Connects to chassis
outputs Screen
Internal
Connects to Earth-Ground via 10
Logic
Ohms in parallel with 10 nF
Ground
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yy Smooth dimming curve with good low

end control

yy Status LED indicators
yy DMX512 and RDM interface as standard
yy Short-proof and self-protecting outputs
yy 3U 19” rack-mount
yy Mains IEC connector

DMX Input

CP24 provides a male XLR connector along
with a loop-through female XLR connector.
The loop-through connection must be
terminated if not being used.

In-rush current

High-power units that convert AC to DC usually
have a high in-rush current while having low
running current. This should be considered
when installing CP24 into a system.
It is recommended that each CP24 is powered
from separate breakers. Type C breakers
should be used.
However, if powering multiple CP24 units from
one breaker, it is recommended that each
CP24 is turned on individually.
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Dimming & Modulation

Sensors

CP24 is a constant current dimmer. This
means that it outputs a controlled current,
so the fixture does not need electronics for
current control of the LED.

CP24 features an internal voltage and
temperature sensor. Both these are reported
via RDM. The temperature sensor monitors
the internal motherboard temperature and
will shut down the entire product if the value
exceeds about 60°C. Normal operation
resumes once the product has cooled.

This style of dimming is used for higher power
LED products such as Rebel. The LED fixtures
connected to the outputs must be designed
for constant current operation. This product
must not be used to drive ordinary constant
voltage LEDs.
CP24 modulates the LED outputs using a
technique called Asymmetric Frequency
Modulation (AFM). AFM is an evolution of the
frequency modulation technique pioneered by
Artistic Licence and published to the public
domain in 2002.

Product variants
CP24 is built to order. There are 3 standard
variants:
yy CP24-24-350mA (24V-300W)

Temperature Faults
If the temperature sensor registers a fault, the
red LED indicator on the CP24 will blink (see
chart below).

LED indication
CP24 features red and green LED indicators
for power and data respectively. The meanings
are summarised in the following table:
RED
Flashing
On

GREEN
Off
On

Blinking

On/Off

yy CP24-24-700mA (48V-300W)
yy CP24-24-700mA (48V-600W)

Custom configurations are also available for
special order. The part number is:

STATUS
No DMX
Normal
operation
Temperature
fault

Ventilation

xx is the number of channels; this can be 3,
6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 or 24.

To ensure correct operation, consideration to
the ventilation is very important. Both CP24
side panels have ventilation holes that must
be kept clear to allow air movement through
the unit.

yyy is the current rating; this can be 350 mA,
500 mA or 700 mA or custom.

If there is insufficient air movement the product
will overheat and automatically shut down.

aa is the voltage of the internal PSU; this can
be 24V, 48V or custom.

If multiple CP24 units are to be housed in one
rack enclosure, additional fan units should be
installed.

CP24-xx-yyymA (aaV-bbbW)

bbb is the power available; this can be 300W
or 600W.
Warning: There is no protection for current
types. If a 700mA module is used to control
350mA LEDs then damage is likely to result.
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Operation & System Design
With traditional low power LEDs, cable distances between the power supply and fixtures are
limited as any voltage drop developed over the cable will cause the LED fixtures to appear as
different colours or intensity. The voltage drop is larger when using smaller gauge cable and
when more current is required.
In contrast, CP24 eliminates voltage drop developed over the cables with its unique control
technology, providing excellent colour tracking between fixtures.
That said, certain guidelines must be observed for good performance. There are several
variables that need to be taken into account when designing a system:
yy Number of LEDs in series within a fixture
yy Vf of the LEDs and total Vf (where Vf denotes the forward voltage characteristic of an LED,

i.e. the voltage dropped over the LED, which is manufacturer specified).

yy Maximum voltage drop across the cable
yy PSU output voltage
yy Temperature of the modules

The following table summarises the recommended PSUs for a variety of common situations.
No. of LEDs in
series

Total Vf for a
350 mA LED

1
2
6
12

3.5 V
7V
21 V
42 V

Recommended
PSU voltage for
350 mA
24 V
24 V
24 V
48 V

Total Vf for a
700 mA LED
24 V
24 V
24 V
48 V

Recommended
PSU voltage for
700 mA
24 V
24 V
48 V
n/a

De-rating
When modules greater than 350mA are used and the PSU voltage greatly exceeds the total
Vf, the CP24 must be de-rated. Please see the duty cycle chart below as an example, based
on Vf = 4 V.
PSU Voltage

Module
rating
700 mA
700 mA
700 mA
700 mA
700 mA
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No. of LEDs
in series
1
2
4
6
10

24 V

48 V

75%
100%
100%
n/a
n/a

50%
50%
75%
75%
100%
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Application Diagram
In this example, CP24 is used to control both RGB and single colour fixtures. The wiring reflects
the fact that 3 channel outputs are needed for the RGB control while one channel output suffices
for each single colour fixture.
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Candle-Power CP24 Specification
Mechanical
yy Housing: 3U 19” rack enclosure
yy Material: Metal
yy Overall dimensions: 3U (H) x 19” (W) x
256 mm (D)
yy Weight: 4.4 kg (300W), 4.9 kg (600W)
yy Country of manufacture: UK

Environmental
yy Operating temperature: 0°C to 40°C
yy Storage temperature: -10°C to +50°C
yy Operating relative humidity (max): 80%
non-condensing
yy IP rating: IP20 indoor use only
yy Certification: CE, FCC, WEEE, RoHS
yy Warranty: 2-year (return to base)

Power & Electrical
yy Input voltage: 90 - 250 VAC
yy Input connector: IEC C13 male
yy Input power (max): 300 W or 600W
yy Duty cycle: 80% @ 25°C

Constant Current Outputs
yy Voltage: PSU dependent (24V or 48V as
standard)
yy Protection: Short circuit & open circuit
yy Current: Module dependent (350 mA or
700 mA as standard)
yy Asymmetric frequency modulation: 3 kHz
yy Current regulation frequency: 330 kHz
yy Connection: Pluggable screw terminal
RGB common anode output (24 no.)

Sensors and Indicators
yy Internal sensor: Temperature & Voltage
yy LED indicator: Power / DMX / Sensor fault

RDM
yy Configuration: start address (via RDM)
yy Data: Lamp hours, lamp strikes, footprint,
temperature sensor, voltage sensor

Product Ordering Info
yy Code: CP24-xx-yyymA (aaV-bbbW)
yy Package contents: CP24 product, user
guide, IEC mains lead

yy DC fuse: internal resettable fuse for
control electronics
yy Input fuse: 3.15A slow blow
yy Cable earth connector: M4 screw (24 no.)

DMX512 Input
yy Protocols: DMX512, DMX512 (1990),
DMX512-A, RDM
yy Input mode: non-isolated
yy Input ESD protection: 15 kV
yy 5-pin male XLR DMX Input (1 no.)
yy 5-pin female XLR DMX Loop (1 no.)

CE Compliance
Candle-Power CP24 is CE compliant
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Warranty
All products are covered from date of purchase
by a two-year return to base warranty.
By return to base, we mean that the customer
is responsible for all costs of transport to and
from Artistic Licence.
Returns will not be accepted without prior
authorisation. In order to discuss a request to
return goods, please email:
Sales@ArtisticLicence.com

Compliance
All Products manufactured or sold by Artistic
Licence Engineering Ltd are fully compliant
with the appropriate CE, FCC, and RoHS
regulations. Product specific information is
available on request.
Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment
(WEEE)
Artistic Licence is a member of a WEEE
compliance scheme and will happily recycle
any of our products that you, at your expense,
return to us.

Artistic Licence
The Mould Making Workshop
Soby Mews
Bovey Tracey
TQ13 9JG
United Kingdom
Telephone

+44 (0) 20 8863 4515

Email:
Web: 		

Sales@ArtisticLicence.com
www.ArtisticLicence.com

Support@ArtisticLicence.com

Due to our policy of continuing product improvement
specifications are subject to change without notice

